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We show that he cyclic derivative of any algebraic formal power series in
noncommuting variables is again algebraic. 
INTRODUCTION 
Rota et al. [8] have introduced two operators C and D of the algebra of
noncommutative formal power series; they are defined inthe following way: 
the image Cw of a word w is 
(and C is extended bylinearity andcontinuity) andthe cyclic derivation D is 
obtained bycomposing C with the map T such that 
T(xw) = w, 
T(x) = 0 
if w does not begin with x where x is a fixed letter. In the case of one 
variable, D is the usual derivation. The above cited authors show that he 
image under C or D of any rational noncommutative power series i again 
rational. Thepurpose of the present ote is to prove that he image of any 
algebraic power series is still algebraic (which is well known for one 
variable): theconcept of algebraicity for noncommutative formal power 
series that we shall use here was introduced by Chomsky and Schiitzenberger 
[3]; it extends on one hand the usual concept in one variable and, on the 
other, the concept of context-free languages. These languages are closed with 
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respect toC (and the same is true for rational (or regular) languages, as 
proved by Schtitzenberger (unpublished r sult, cited in [5, II.23])). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be an alphabet, X* the free monoid generated byX* The neutral 
element of X” is denoted by 1. The elements ofX are words and i is the 
empty word. The length of a word w is denoted by / w /. 
Let K be a field; the algebra ofnoncommutative ~~ly~~~~a~~ 
set of all inear combinations 
p= 1 (P, w)w, 
I,’ EX’ 
where (P, w) denotes the coefficient of the word w; I = K+ (Xj denotes the 
ideal of the polynomials P uch that (P, 1) = 0 (i.e., without constant term). 
The powers 
of I define a fundamental set of neighbourhoods f 0 for a metrizable 
topology, see [8]. The completion fK(X) is the algebra of ~o~co~~~tat~~e 
formal power series K(X)), which can be identified with the (finite or
infinite) sums 
s= c (S,w)w. 
WEX’ 
A language L is a subset of X*; it can be identified with its characteristic 
series 
The support of a formal power series S is the language 
supp(S) = {W E X” j (S, W) # 0 1~ 
A formal power series i rationa ifit can be obtained from polynomials by a 
finite number of the following operations: sum, product, inversion. 
theorem of Schutzenberger (which extends a well-known theorem of Kleene) 
a series i rational if and only if it is recognizable, that is, if there xist M > I, 
an algebra homomorphism 
,u: K(X) -d$(K) 
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and matrices 2 E&,,(K), y E An,,(K) such that for each word w 
(S, w> = 4w 
(for aproof of this theorem, see [4] or [9]). 
Let us now define algebraic series. Let 
be a new alphabet and 
We say that he system 
is an algebraic system of equations. We now introduce two conditions  the 
polynomials Pi, each of which is sufficient to imply the existence and the 
uniqueness of an n-tuple offormal power series inK((X)) which is a solution 
of this ystem. 
Call the system proper if for each i 
SUPP(~) n { 1,5, ..., r,) = 0. 
Call the system strict iffor each i 
~upp(P,) n z* = 0. 
If the system is strict, i  can be shown that here xists one and only one n- 
tuple (S, ..., S,)E K((X))” h’ h w lc is solution ofthis ystem, that is, such that 
s, =Pl(S, ,..., S,) 
s, =P,(S,,..., S ), 
(1.2) 
where P;(S, ..., S,)denotes the series obtained byreplacing each rj in Pi by 
Sj. Similarly, if the system is proper, there xists one and only one n-tuple 
(S 1 ,..., S,)E Kt ((X))” (where Kt ((X)) is the set of all series without 
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constant term) such that one has (1.2); this n-tuple will be calle 
solution fthe system. 
ne shows that he following conditions areequivalent fora formal power 
series S:
(i) S is a component of the solution fa strict system, 
(ii) S is the sum of a constant and component of the proper so!ution 
of a proper system 
(see [9? Chapter IV, Theorem 1.1, Definition p. 120 and Theorem 2.31.) 
In this case, we say that S is algebraic. 
Let C: K((X)) --$ K((X)) be the K-linear nd c~~t~~~ous mapping defined 
for each word w = x1 ... x, (xi E X) by 
cw =.x1 ~~~X,+X*...XnXt+...+X,X1...X,~‘= z vu; c: = 1. 
w=ui~ 
Oil 
Rota et al. [g] show that if S is rational, then CS is again rational. e want 
to deduce the following result. 
THEOREM. If S is algebraic, then CS is algebraic. 
The above-cited authors call cyclic derivation with respect toa given letter 
x,,: the operator D of K{(X)) defined by
DS = x0 ‘(CS), 
where, for each series T,x;‘T is defined by
x,‘T= 1 (T,x,w)w. 
WEX’ 
Now it is a classical result that if T is algebraic then x, “T is algebraic too 
(e.g., itis a consequence ofTheorem 2.3. Chapter IV in 191). Hence, the 
theorem above implies the 
CQRQLLAWY. If S is algebraic, DS is algebraic. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the series defined by
s=xss+ y. 
We have 
s = x + WY + xxyyy + xyxyy + xxxyyyy + .. . . 
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S is just he characteristic ser es ofthe well-known Luckasiewicz language L 
(see [2, 11.41). A word in L can be pictured asa binary tree; for instance, 
xyxyy=yix> \ = A* 
Y Y 
Let ] WI, denote the degree in x of W. Then for each w such that 
/~]~-/w]~=-l, th ere exists one and only one u EL conjugate ow (i.e., 
u = ab, w = ba), see 12, Proposition 11.4.31. Hence 
CS= c w 
lwl,-lw~y=-’ 
and, letting D denote the cyclic derivation with respect toy, 
DS= c w, 
iwl,-/wly=O 
which is algebraic (ibid.) 
Remarks. 1. The operator x-‘T allows one to characterize rationality 
in a nice way: indeed a series S is recognizable if and only if the smallest 
subspace ofKc(X)) containing S and closed with respect tothe operators x- ’ 
(for all letters x) is finite dimensional. This dimension isthe rank of S, 
which can also be defined bya Hankel matrix (see [4]). 
2. Through the notion of recognizability, one can give another proof 
of the result ofRota et al.: indeed if 
(S, w) = 4w (see above) 
then 
= C (Si>U)(Tf,v)=C (SiTi, W), 
where Si and Ti are the recognizable (h nce rational) series defined by
(si 5w, = aiPwy, (Ti>W)=bWYi, 
and where di (resp. yi) are the matrices ofthe canonical basis of d,,(K) 
(resp. JR, i(K)). Hence CS = JJj Si Ti is rational. 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The Hadamard product of two series S and T is the series 
S~T=~(S,w)(T,w)w. 
w 
Let Y and r be two alphabets and 
be a bijection between them. We call Dyck language the language A on the 
alphabet 2’= YU F defined by
A = q!-“(1), 
where cp is the canonical morphism 
z* -+ y(*). 
Y t-, Y, 
Jh y-1 
and Y’ *I the free group generated by Y. We still denote by A the charac- 
teristic series ofthe Dyck language: A is an algebraic series ( ee 12, 1%.3)]. 
The theorem of Chomsky-Schiitzenberger [3] asserts hat for each algebraic 
series S E K((X)) there xists an alphabet Z = YU j”, a rational series 
E K((Z)) and an alphabetical morphism IJK Z” +X* ~a~~~abeti~al me ns 
that he image under v of each letter iseither a letter o the empty word) 
such that he family of series 
is summable in K({X)) and that its um is S. We then write 
S = I&R 0 A). 
(For a proof of this result see [9, IV.41.) 
There exists a more sophisticated version of this theorem: it says that 
there xists a rational language K (see [4] or [2]) and an integer icsuch that 
supp(R) c K and that 
VaubEK, lul>k*lv4~~l> 1. (2.1) 
Ia other words, each factor flength at least k of any word in K contains at
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least one letter z E 2 such that v(z) EX. This improvement of the 
Chomsky-Schiitzenberger theorem is proved for languages in[l] and [2] 
(Ex. 3.8 of Chapter II), but its extension to formal power series is 
straightforward. 
Now, let S E K((X)) an algebraic series and Y, IJJ, R K and k as above. 
Let K’ be the language d fined by
Condition (2.1) implies that a similar condition istrue for K’ (with 2k in 
place of k); indeed each factor flength at least 2k of a work in K’ contains 
a factor of length k of some word in K. 
Let Z, be the set of all etters z E Z such that W(Z) = 1 and Z, = Z\Z, . 
We denote by T the series 
T= C(d 0 R) @ Z*Z, 
(recall that Z*Z, is the characteristic series ofthe language Z*Z,). Then 
supp(R) c K implies that supp(T) c K’, hence the family of series 
(CT, w> v(w>>,a* is summable in K((X)); we denote by y(T) its um and 
show now that 
l//(T) = cs. (2.2) 
Indeed, let w=u,,zlul ... znu,, ui E ZT, zi E Z, with I,v(z~) = xiE X. Then 
Cly(w)=x, “.X,+X2.**Xnx,$ ... +x,x1 “‘X,-, 
and 
ly(cw~z*z,)=(u,u,z,u, “~z,+u,~lz,uoz,ul . ..z.,_,+... 
+u, ... zn%zwJ 
=x, ***x,+x,x, “‘x,_1+...+x2..‘x,x1 
hence CI,U(W) = (Cw Q Z*Z,) and (2.2) follows bylinearity andcontinuity. 
We now show that y(T) is algebraic. Let
5: Z* + K((X)), 
w b v(w) if wEK’, 
WttO if w@K’. 
Because of the condition K’, the mapping r extends by linearity and
continuity to amapping 
7 : K&o + Km) 
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which is a rational regulated transduction (see [7] or 19: Chapter 3, 
Section I])~ Hence (ibid.) the image under z of 2ny algebraic series is 
algebraic. Now, because supp(T) c K’ we have z(T) = w(T). Furthermore, 
because ut’ E A G vu E A we have 
is rational [8], Z*Z, is rational because 
= A (j) CR 0 Z*Z, is algebraic by a theorem of Schtitzenberger [ lOJ (the 
adamard product of an algebraic (resp. rational) series bya rational series 
is again algebraic (resp. rational)). 
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